Lack of correlation between radiographic density of filling and fluid infiltration
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Objective: The aim of the present study was to determine whether there is a correlation between fluid infiltration and visible radiographic voids in root filling. Methods: A total of 56 mandibular incisors with straight single canals, complete root formation and no anatomical complexities were selected for this research. Teeth were instrumented by means of Profile System 04 up to file 35 under the same irrigation protocol. Filling was performed by lateral condensation. Subsequently, mesiodistal radiographs were taken for each root and the quality of filling was assessed by calculating the percentage of voids based on the total area. Samples were further assembled into a fluid infiltration set-up. Pearson’s correlation test was used to assess the correlation between fluid infiltration and void areas in root canal fillings. Results: Means and standard deviations of fluid infiltration were 0.311 ± 0.215 µL/min and the percentages of radiographic voids were 7.97% ± 3.93%. Conclusion: No correlation was found between these two variables (P = 0.587). According to the results of this study, the amount of fluid infiltration detected in lower incisors is not influenced by the percentage of radiographically visible voids.
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Introduction

Appropriate root canal filling remains a purpose of paramount importance in endodontic therapy, since it aims at preventing nutrient or bacteria from entering into the root canal system and, as a result, cause reinfection. From a clinical perspective, periapical radiograph is the diagnostic tool most widely used to provide information regarding the final quality of root filling. Together with other factors, radiographic density of root filling can be considered a predictor for successful endodontic therapy. Recently, Liang et al assessed radiographs and cone-beam scans and observed that root filling with areas of lower radiographic density is strongly associated with a negative clinical outcome of root canal treatment. Areas of lower radiographic density suggest lack of filling material or poorly condensed region, in which a void is likely to be present. Voids in root canal filling favor nutrients or bacteria to enter into the apical area. For this reason, there is a consensus that filling voids should be avoided.

Even though there is no clinical evidence that the ability of a root filling material to prevent the influx of fluids or bacteria is as a factor that influences the outcomes of root canal filling, the literature comprises a large number of studies about sealing. Fluid infiltration is one of the models most commonly used, since it prevents samples from being damaged. With this method, root filling is subjected to a fluid under constant air pressure within a closed system. Should any through-to-through void be present, the amount of fluid infiltration is quantified via air bubble movement in the micropipette as a result of the convective water displacement through the void. Due to the quantitative nature of the model, it is possible to assume that the larger the size of a given void, the higher the amount of fluid infiltration. Thus, at least in theory, the larger the areas of lower radiographic density within a given filling, the lower the sealing ability of a given root canal filling.

Van der Sluis et al were the first to make an attempt to establish a correlation between sealability results and density of root filling. Using a fluid infiltration method and a categorical analysis of root filling quality, they were unable to detect a correlation between these two variables. More recently, using mesial roots of lower molars and the same methodological approach, Wu et al observed a significant correlation between the two variables. Therefore, this correlation remains as a controversial topic in Endodontics. It is also worth noting that both previous studies used more than one experimental group to investigate this possible correlation. However, there seems to be no rationale in using more than a single experimental group while testing a correlation, since, from a statistical point of view, any random factor might affect a single sample, but not all the others. Moreover, in the previous studies, radiographic voids were subjectively qualified, thereby rendering the use of a rank-based correlation necessary (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient). Spearman’s correlation coefficient usually detects a general monotonic trend, while Pearson’s coefficient is more efficient in detecting linear relationships between variables.

Thus, the present study aims at using a large single experimental group to correlate the amount of fluid infiltration and filling areas of lower radiographic density in lower incisors, using a parametric statistical approach. The null hypothesis is that Pearson’s correlation demonstrates no correlation between these two variables.

Material and methods

Specimen selection

This research was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Catholic University of Paraná (protocol #5314). A total of 56 extracted human mandibular incisors with straight single canals and complete root formation were selected for this research. Crowns were removed with a diamond-cutting saw (Buehler, Ltd. Lake Bluff, USA) so as to obtain specimens with a standard length of 12 mm. The specimens were kept in distilled water until testing time.

Specimen preparation

Working length was established by subtracting 1 mm from the point where the file was visible at the apical foramen. The coronal and middle thirds of each canal were prepared using Gates Glidden drills (Dentsply-Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) sizes 4, 3, and 2 placed 2 mm deeper in the root canal in comparison to the previous instrument. Apical foramen were enlarged up to size 25 with a K-Flexofile (Dentsply-Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland), and the apical thirds were prepared with Profile 04 System (Dentsply-Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) up to file 35 at the working length. The canals were irrigated at each change of instruments with 2 mL of freshly prepared 2.5% NaOCl solution (Fórmula & Ação, São Paulo, Brazil), and a final flush of 3 mL of 17% EDTA (pH 7.7) (Fórmula & Ação, São Paulo, Brazil) for 3 minutes. Five milliliters of sterile water were used as a final rinse.
Canal filling

The root canals were dried with paper points, and a pre-fitted size 35.04 gutta-percha cone (Dentsply-Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) was used as the master cone. The latter was coated with 0.25 ml of AH Plus sealer (Dentsply-Tulsa Dental, Tulsa, USA) and placed in the canal up to the full working length. Subsequently, finger spreader C (D1 0.3, taper 0.02) (Dentsply-Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) and standard accessory cones B8 (Tanari, São Paulo, Brazil) were used. The filled roots were stored at 37°C and 100% humidity for 7 days so as to allow the sealer to set.

Radiographic analysis

After storage, all specimens were radiographed in a mesiodistal direction in order to provide bucco-lingual views of the filled roots. Radiographs were taken with Max S-1 x-ray equipment (J Morita Mfg Corp, Kyoto, Japan) with a 0.8 mm X 0.8 mm tube focal spot and Kodak Insight film (Eastman Kodak Co, Rochester, USA). All films were processed in an automatic processor using standardized methods. All images were scanned, stored in TIFF format and further analyzed by means of AxioVision 4.5 Software (Carl Zeiss Vision, Hallbergmoos, Germany). For each image, the total filled area of the root was determined and quantified. Then, the radiolucent areas within the filled area were also identified and quantified (Fig 1). Finally, the percentage of radiolucent areas within root filling was calculated for each sample.

Apical infiltration analysis by means of the fluid infiltration method

The fluid infiltration method was used to determine infiltration. The root apex was connected to a Luer-type metal needle by means of a plastic tube. The fluid infiltration allowed by the tested groups was quantified according to the movement of a small air bubble inside a 25 µL micropipette (Microcaps, Fisher Scientific, Philadelphia, USA). The inside of the pipette and the entire system were filled with distilled water, and a pressure of 10 psi was applied at the apical side of the root. After ensuring that there was no infiltration at the connections, the system was activated and balanced for 4 minutes. The volume of fluid was calculated by observing air bubble displacement and expressed in µL/min. 10psi. Measurements were made at 2-minute intervals in a total period of 8 minutes.13

Statistical analysis

Considering a sample size larger than 30 specimens,11 a parametric correlation test was chosen (Pearson’s correlation) to assess whether the percentage of lower radiolucency is correlated to fluid infiltration data. The significance level was set to 0.05.

Results

All specimens showed variable, but measurable radiographic voids areas in the fillings ranging from 1.27% to 20.1% with an average of 7.97% ± 3.93, and fluid infiltration varying from 0.114 to 1.141 µL/min with an average of 0.311 ± 0.215 µL/min.

Pearson’s correlation test was unable to find a correlation between the two analyzed variables (P = 0.587; Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r = -0.07).

Discussion

The fluid infiltration model requires at least one void extending from the coronal to the apical third of the root
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in order to detect fluid movement along a filled root. This means that in order to record fluid infiltration values, the root filling should present, at least, a continuous void with an open end at the coronal chamber and the other at the apical portion. In theory, the diameter of a continuous void could be estimated by the Poiseuille formula: \( V = \Delta P \cdot \pi \cdot r^4 / 8 \cdot \eta \cdot L \), in which \( \Delta P \) is pressure, \( r \) is radius of a continuous void (to be calculated), \( L \) is the length of void (12 mm), and \( \eta \) is the viscosity of water solution at room temperature. Considering the mean volume observed in the present study (0.311 \( \mu \)L), the radius of the hypothetical continuous void equals to 0.19 \( \mu \)m, which represents a void of 0.38 \( \mu \)m in diameter. Such a void, if present, is likely not to be identified as an area of lower radiographic density, as studied herein.12,13

In laterally compacted root fillings, the occurrence of spreader tracks within filling is frequently recorded,14,15 particularly in cases in which the space opened by the finger spreader is not completely filled by the accessory cone as it is rarely placed up to the same depth.16 It could be speculated that the areas of lower radiographic density found in this study are the result of spreader tracks. While spreaders are never adjusted to the apical end of the canal, spreader-driven voids are likely to become a “dead-end” or “cul-de-sac” type voids. These types of voids, if present, contrary to “through-and-through” voids, do not allow complete fluid infiltration from the coronal to the apical third of the filling. Similarly, Van der Sluis et al10 used filled mandibular incisors and maxillary and mandibular canines, but were unable to observe a correlation between radiographic quality and fluid infiltration. Unlike the present study, these authors used a score-based void determination system; therefore, they could not establish a parametric value for the voids. However, they reported a mean score for mesiodistal radiographs equivalent to “an imperfectly condensed filling that might be a little short (0.5 mm or less), and that might show irregularities of less than 1mm in the adaptation.” This score, in general terms, could be considered equivalent to the percentage of voids observed in the present study. Thus, as hypothesized here, it is likely that “cul-de-sac” radiographic voids were also prevalent in the sample studied by Van der Sluis et al,9 which hindered a potential correlation.

On the other hand, contradicting the findings of present study and the research conducted by Van der Sluis et al,9 Wu et al10 observed a significant correlation between fluid infiltration and radiographically categorized voids in mesial roots of mandibular molars. Researchers have thoroughly documented a high incidence of canal isthmus (up to 89%) in mesial roots of mandibular molars.17,18 According to recent micro-CT results, current root canal filling techniques are unable to fill this portion of the root canal system, which is normally left uninstrumented and unfilled.19 Thus, it is likely that a direct venue from the coronal to apical third of the root may be present in those areas of the root, perhaps explaining the high correlation between radiographic voids and fluid infiltration found by Wu et al10 in lower molars. Additionally, Wu et al.10 categorized the radiographs according to the longest void in root filling, which may be more closely related to the presence of “through-and-through” voids.

One may argue that voids were estimated by using only mesiodistal radiographs, which could not be clinically relevant. This decision was based on the findings of previous reports which observed a significantly higher number of areas of lower radiographic density at a side view than by a bucco-lingual incidence. Since our purpose was to correlate those areas and fluid infiltration data, the inclusion of bucco-lingual radiographs would certainly reduce the percentage of voids detected in the present study, thereby lowering the power of analysis and possibly leading to data misinterpretation.

The present study attempted to determine a correlation between areas of lower radiographic density and fluid infiltration values by using parametric-obtained data, rather than the categorized-based model used in previous studies. The study also utilized a large sample size (56 teeth), and no other independent variable was added to the design in order to allow for a parametric and direct correlation between the variables. Even using those strict methodological requirements, a significant correlation could not be detected in the present study, and, therefore, the null hypothesis has been confirmed.

According to the results of the present study, the percentages of areas of lower radiographic density do not correlate with the fluid infiltration values in mandibular incisors. Even though these results can be used to question the clinical validity of the fluid infiltration model, they may be, however, attributed to the prevalence of dead-end voids, which limited the possibility of the method to correlate with radiographic voids.

**Conclusion**

Considering the results of this *in vitro* study, it can be concluded that the amount of fluid infiltration detected in lower incisors is not influenced by the observation of lower radiolucency in root filling.
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